A thought of the day in passing . . .
An Indian sage met on the road once said to me . . .
"If you see a drowning man, stand on the shore, throw him a rope, do not jump in after
him."

I AND OTHER
In spirit we are ONE. While in body we are free sovereign souls with a
developing free
will to shape our own destiny, nurture our souls and by our own labor serve
first our own good - then, strive to serve others as well as ourselves. I find,
even selflessness, necessary for a time,
has its limit.
One finds Enlightenment not to be as expected. Thinking at first one
would always exist
in a spontaneous flow of grace, one may find that is not to be the case. In the
aftermath of Enlightenment, after an initial honeymoon period of varying
length, essentially a state of grace, one gets to try on the many truths and
precepts one has gained. The new task then is to find a new way of living and
being and serving, as an enlightened free being. As a newly freed being, one
must . . . decide.
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AFTER ENLIGHTENMENT, WHAT?
by Tara

Endless Journey Of The Cosmic Self
The more in light, I expand The more selves, I find I am.
Is it not my duty to Enlighten All the ‘me’ that I can?
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